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In the preceding numbers of this Bulletin several

Papers were devoted to the”study of the influence exercis-

ed on the results of measurements by the dimensions and

type of the tunnels used in aerod.ynamicallaboratories,

and on the comparison of these results with observations

made

thin

in motionless smd unlimited sit.

With this object in view I first experimented with

plates. The thru~t exerted on these by arelative

stream is fairly strictly proportional to the sqrkre of

the speed and may therefore be approximately considered.

as not explicitly depending on viscosity. “Conse~ently,

if we call P the thrust of the stream on theplates, v

the relative speed., S the surface of the plate snd

the surface of the section of the artificial stream, we

* No. V, p.73.
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can formulate, by the theory of dynamic similitude:

(1)

The fcxm of the function f depends on the type of

tunnel and on the character of the artificial stream.

In using forffiula(Z) it must obv>~slY not Be forgotten

that this forrmla is only exact GO long as th= ratio P
V%ip

does not depend m v. The resistance of a viscous fluid

to the x.ovexentof a thin di~k in the lauinary regime is
,:<

expressed, we know as”follows:

or, if we multiply the Z;?Omembers of this equality by

u
Pvs ‘i2

approximately equal to

(4)
v“

In order to detsruine

,ps . .

the critical velocitY in the

pro3ably be effect~d the passage
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Or, if we hold the kinetic viscosity of the

b’eequal to

+= 0.0000158

forzula (1) appears to be a~plicable if

~qs > o,oo(3000(-J~5°

The ~inimm value of the ratio v~S for

plates which I studied was 3Z x (0.00123)2
.

air at 15° to

(5)

the square

* 0.0000136 and,

therefore, appreciably exceeded the li~it value determined
t

by the inequality (5).

In the researches rmnti.onedabove I pointed out t%~t

the function f might serve, on conditidn t’hatthe ratio

P does not depend on the speed “v, as a measuring de-
V2S p
vice, for judgirg the quality of the tunnel. The tunnel is

the more perfect as the contact between the curve .+. =

f k) expressing the above-mentioned fun.tio~, a~~t~e.
(2)

straight.line P— ‘. K is of a higher order for the
p v%

limit values of-the ratio & .
z

The functions f may vary appreciably for tunnels of

diffezent types. we cannot,.however, attribute all the ..

contradictions presented by the observations of different -

investigators to the sole difference of the tunnels in

~hich the experiments were made. In one of niy earlier stud-

ies, (Bulletin of the”Aerodynauical Institute of Koutchino,

No. IV, 1912, p.131) I showed that in one and the same tun-

nel (Prandtl tunnel.)we could obtain, for expressing the

relation of dependence between the pressure of the stzeam
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curves {see
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plate and the angle of attaok, two different

Fig. 1, cuxves a and b) according to whether

the wire holding the plate was fastened to the edge (curve

b) or to the zniddleof the plate (curve a). .

In the same article I showed that in the Prandtl tua-

nel, for expressing the relation of dependence between the

pressure of the stream.on a s~are plate and the angle of

attack we can also obtain two curves (see Fig. 2) accord-

ing to whether the air oi.rculatesin the tunnel (curve-a)

or is dram by suction from the room into the tube (curve d).

I thought I could explain this difference in the course .

of the two curves by

in the case in whioh

room into the tunnel

the greater fluctuations of the stream

the air is drawn directly from the

(without a conical nozzle or tube).

The investigation which I am describing in this arti-

cle show once more ‘whatcircumspection is necessary in

utilizing observations made in tunnels, if we ‘dll avoid

falling into too hasty generalizations.

For studying the resistance of spheres and ellipsoids

in our tunnel, I had made the balance shown in Fig. 3.

The spheres and ellipsoids were of polished wood

painted with ri.poline;the diameter of the section of the

horizontal metal rod supporting the ellipsoids ‘waspropor-

tional to the diameter of their median sections. The “

spheres of 4 and 8 cm diameter were studied on the appara- ~

tus shown on page 26 of the 4th number of this Bulletin.
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In this apparatus the metal rmi supporting the sphere is

placed pe~pendioularly to the Btream (see Fig. 4).

The apparatus shown in Fig. 3 was used for experiments

Gn spheres of 16 cm. and 32 cu. diameter and on ellipsoids

of revolution nhose median sections had diameters respect-

ively 0.125 m. and 0.250 n., the ratios between the axes .

being 125:30, 2!50:60,125:63, 250:125, 125:95, 250:190,

125:150, 250:300. This collection of ellipsoids can be seen

on the plate fomiag the fzon~ispiece of the 4th No. of the

Bulletin of the Aerodynamical Instiiute of Koutchino.

In Fig. 6 ths results of the measurement? of the ellip-

soids are shown graphically.

As will 3e seen by these ourves, the linear dixemiom

of the ellipsoid exert, in our tunnel, an”appreciable in–

fluence on the course of the ourve expressing the relation

Pof dependence-between ths ratios — and gvd ,
pv%i v

In Fig. 5 we shall find the graphical expression of ob-

servations made on spheres in our tunnel, cazpared ~tithoh-.

servations made by other invesiQators.*

The first researches on the resistance of spheres,in a

tunnel were made by M. Loukianoff, *O studied a sphere of

diameter 0.076 in the old tunnel ~h a square seotion of

(0.64 x 0.64) of Professor Joukovs-kyfs laboratory at the

* In the studies %hich I quote,”the temperature at which the
exPsrimr.ts were made is not always given. The data
used in traci~~ the curves sho:m in Fig. 5 were calculated
for an assumed temperature of 15° C,
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University of MOSCOW.*

brusque change of regime observed in certain cases

was pointed out (fcr cylinders) by M. Slessareff in 1911 at

the first Russian General Congress for Aerial Navigation.

The airstreams in which M. Eiffel** and M. Maurairi***

made their experiments were not bounded by solid walls. It

is perhaps to the influence of such walls that the more

P’rapid fall of the ratio — with the increase of speed
p ITzs

is to be attributed in our tunnel. It is possible, however**@

that this difference is due to the greater turbulence of our

stream (see above, p.4).

* The results obtained ,b,yM. Loukianoff are quoted from IILes-
sons on Aerial Navigation’!(1910-11) (p.69) by Prof. Jouk-
owsky. M. Loukianoff has lately published (Moscow 1914) a
work on the resistance of the sphere and cylinder where he
points out, amongst other things, that the resistance of
a sphere is muoh greatez when it is roving in motionless air.

**nNote on the Resistance of Spheres in Moving Air.~[ Comptes
Rendus de llAcad&mie des Sciences. Se’anteof Dec.30,1912.

*** Bulletin ot t-heAerotechnical Institute of the University -
of Paris, No. 111, 1913.

****In a very interesting.woTk just carried out ?t Prof. Prandtlts,
laboratory (tiDer“Luftwiderstandvon Kugeln” Zeitschrift
ffirFlugtechnik und bSotorluftschiffahrt, May 16, 1914) C.
Wieselsberger points out that in an artificial stream we
oan obtain two different curves for the resistsme of
spheres; if we take precautions that the stream be as steady
as possible, we obtain a curve similar to those of Captain
Costanzi (see Fig. 5); if, on the oontrary, we place a wire
grid in front of the sphere or apply to its surface a very
thin metal ring (diameter of the section of the wire form-
ing the ring, 1 mm.; diameter of ring, 140 mm.; diameter of
sphere 280 mm.) we obtain curves similar to those of M.
Eiffel and M. Maurain (see Fig. 5). Professor Prandtl ex-
plains thede results by the greater turbulence of the
stream in the second case.

I th?nk there is a certain analogy between this phen-
omenon, which 1 described and explained in No. 4 of this
Bp.lletin(1912) and which I mentioned above, p.4, and the
results abtained with rough surface di$ks (see No, V of this
Bullet-in,p.30).
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Captain Costanzils investigations* were carried out in

the Froude basin of the Engineer Department of Aeronal.1.tieal

Experiment and Construction, Rome. Yhe d-imensionsof this

basin are: length, 1S6 m.; width, 3 m.; depth, 2.6 m. The

spheres on which experiments ~.re made had diameters of

20 cm. and 10 cm. respectively. Curve b (Fig. 5] was ob-

tained for a sphere of 20

sion of the center of the

ity of the lever used for

Fig. 7. The lever aas of

cm. diameter, the depth of immer-

sphere being 735 r.mz.

suspending the sphere

lenticul.arsection.

The extrem-

is shovn on

Curve c (Fig.5) was cbtained for a sphere of 10 cm.

diameter, supported by the same lever. The distance f,ron

the sruface of the water to the center of the sphere nas

680 mm.

Curve d was also

diameter, hut the metal

obtained with a sphere of 10 CE.

rod supporting it was of circular ,

section. The depth of immersion ~s 645 ~..

Curves e and f correspond to observations made on

a sphere of 10 ca. diameter held as shown in Fig. 8. The

depth of immersion of the center of the sphere

The curve e -s given by experiments macb by

vertical rod of circular section, and curve f

~s 785 mm.

means of a

_zitha rod

of lenticular section. In the latter case (curves b, c,

and f) the resistsmce of the lever used for suspending the

sphere and the perturbation caused in the water by the lever

nere several times smaller.
* Aleune esperienze di idrodin~uica. Rendiconti delle aspar-

ienze e degli studi ese~iti riellostabilimento di esper-
ienze et construction aeronautiche del Genie, No. .5,1912.

— .—
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In applying the method of variables ~f zezo dimension

to the observations of Messrs. Hesselberg and Birkeland,*

I obtained the system of broken lines connecting the dif-

ferent observations, shown on Fig. 5. Eaoh broken line COT-

responas to a sphere of determined diameter. The method

of observation employed by Hesselberg and Birkaland &s as

follom: In tha interior cf a church in Christiania tkere

wers sent up mall rubber balloons filled with hydrogen

and attached to thin wireST By Leans of a chronograp~, the

tiae elapsing between the moment when the balloon was thro:=

up and the tension of the tire was counted. By varying the

length of the wire, the velocity of the sphere was cal.culat-

ea by the difference of time, and, its lifting power being

known, the coefficient of resistance was determined. Pre-

1iminary experitientssho~ed *hat at a distance of 4 m. from

the ground the speed sight “oeconsidered constant. Altbough,

in the observations of Hesselberg and Bi.rkaland the points

are not situatad along a determined ourve, and though they

deviate appreciably from the mean values, these observa-

tions seam to be more complete than those we now possess on

the resistance of sp-heresin free air.

A certain analogy seems to exist between the mean curve

which r~~ght & made tO represent the result of the observa-

tions of Hesselberg and Birkeland, and the ourve expressing

the relation of dependence between the torque U and the

*
Beitr%ge zuz Physik der freien Atmosph&re, Vol. IV, 1912.
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1 on p22? of this number of theinverse value of viscosity —
v

Bulletin.

M. Kousnetzox’s coefficient of resistance (Fig. 5) was

calculated by the iifting force of a sounding balloon i?ith

a diameter of 1.6 u.*

In Fig. 5 are also shown the data obtained by llariotte,

Newton, Lagerhjelm, Forselles, Kallstenius, Reich, ?fen&-

l~eff, - data which I have taken from the remarkable xork

“On the resistance of the Air and Aerial Navigation,~ by

D. 1. Llend616eff.**

* Bulletin of the AerodynarnicalInstitute of Koutch,ino,No.1,
p.83, 1%)6.

** St. Petersburg, 1880.
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